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ADMISSIONS

“Before everything else, preparation is the 
key to success”



Overview of Admissions

 Become familiar with the Admission Process
◦ Access Admission application

◦ Collect all materials requested (transcripts, 
recommendation/s, test scores, etc.)

◦ Submit application and materials to chosen schools & 
await response

◦ Based on a set criteria, the admissions office will 
decide whether to offer you admission



The Checklist
 Application for chosen 

school(s)

 Application Fee (UBMS 
submits Waiver Request Forms 
and Letters on request)

 Completed essay/s

 Check deadlines for  
applications

 Submitted ACT/SAT 
Test Scores to school

 Resume (Expanded)

 Current transcript  
*You will need to submit a 
final transcript after you 
graduate*



Admissions Criteria

 This presentation will now review 6 basic 
criteria that are ‘graded’ by admission 
counselors at colleges & universities

 These six basic criteria are split among two 
categories: Academic & Personal



Academic Criteria#1
Class Rank

 This shows how competitive your school was and 
how you compare to your peers

 Usually, the Top 25% of students get positive 
marks for being there

 For Texas HS Graduates, Texas Public Schools 
must automatically admit you if you’re in the 
Top 10% of your graduating class (the only exception is 
UT-Austin, which for Fall 2014 will automatically admit the Top 7% 
of their high school class.)
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A lot of schools, such as UT-Arlington, combine class rank with another factor, such as GPA or Test scores in order to set standards for automatic admission. For example, Stephen F. Austin State University will automatically accept students if they have a 850 SAT (Math &  Critical Reading) and rank in the Top 25% of their class. Another example is here at UT-Arlington; UTA will automatically accept students who are in the Top 25% of their class with no minimum ACT/SAT test score. Also note, that for Texas HS Graduates, the Top 10% rule is dependent on you submitting a completed application to the Texas Public School of your choice by their admission application deadline. If you don’t submit the application, they cannot admit you, no matter if you are in the Top 10%.



Academic Criteria #2
Coursework

 Each school has a standard or required list of 
coursework for all incoming high school 
students.

 Going beyond what the school requires will get 
higher consideration.
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Schools want to see that you are taking a rigorous and challenging courseload. They will give higher consideration to students who take AP and Dual Credit courses as opposed to regular/basic courses. Also, for Texas High Schools students, if you are on the Distinguished Achievement Plan (DAP), schools will look more favorable on those students that those who just took the Recommended Plan. 



Academic Criteria #3
SAT/ACT Scores

 No across the board standard

◦ Some use as factor during application review
◦ Some offer admission based on scores (UTA)

 One suggestion would be to research the average 
score for an incoming freshman on the 
ACT/SAT for the schools you are considering –
Use that as your goal and your gauge.
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These tests are extremely important and should be taken with the utmost seriousness, but studies have shown that the best practice for the tests is continuing with your own coursework and not necessarily doing a lot of test prep. I would suggest you do what you do for a regular test in one of your classes, whether that be reviewing/skimming the prep book the night before, etc. SAT/ACT scores are important to some schools, because they offer automatic admission based on these scores. For example, Texas A&M University at Commerce states you will receive “high consideration” if you meet the following requirements: ACT score 20 OR SAT score 950 (Math & Verbal Only). The note on Slide 6 gives some info on UTA as well.



Personal Criteria #1
Essays

 Almost everyone requires essays or personal 
statements

 Admission Counselors are looking for “quality” and 
“developed” essays.

 They also recommend that you have 3-4 
teachers/instructors proofread your essays prior to 
submitting them.
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To go along with the 3-4 instructor proofread recommendation, they suggest that you look for common suggestions and notes from the instructors because if there is an issue, and a couple or all of them see the same thing, more than likely the admission counselor will see it too. But if one of instructors makes a comment/suggestion, but no one else makes the same or similar comment, then use your discretion on deciding whether to change it or leave it as is. For personal statements, you want to write why you should be admitted to the university and what you have to offer. There are a few factors that they may give higher consideration, and they include multilingual proficiency, first-generation college student, community service, work experience, and geographic diversity.



Personal Criteria #2
Resume

 Admission applications have a section for 
Honors/Awards/Accolades, etc.
◦ You cannot be modest in this section – Put down everything you 

were involved in throughout high school.

 Try not to elaborate on the application itself unless 
prompted. Just put down what it asks for.

 In addition to your application, many admission 
counselors recommend you submit a personal 
resume that expands on the resume section of the 
application.
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To further go into the Personal Resume, this resume should be all the expanded information about what you put on the application. For instance, you may put that you were on the Varsity Volleyball team for 3 years on the application. But on the personal resume, you would put that you were voted Team Captain your senior year, that your team won the Regional Championship in your junior year, etc. For something like community service, you put down the event/organization and the year/s on the application, but on the resume you put what exactly you did (i.e. clean the local beach, plant trees in the local wildlife area, etc.)The counselors will read everything you put on your expanded resume because that is their job. They are looking for students who will fit into their university setting and be well-rounded. They want students who have experienced different things and shown to be active and balanced, both academically and socially. Though the counselors would read a 16 page expanded resume, try to limit it to 5 pages or less. When you get ready to go into the working world after college, employers want only 1 page resumes (2 at the absolute most), so this is good practice to trim things down and reword things to get everything to fit. 



Personal Criteria #3
Anything Else

 This is anything else that you want the 
admission counselors and the university to 
know or to use in their decision making process. 

 This may include Letters of Recommendation, 
Personal Statement (in addition to the essay), 
etc.
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Some people may say that letters of recommendation are all across basic and you cannot differentiate between one or the other. Even if this is true, letters of recommendation cannot hurt. If it is required, then get them from trusted instructors. You want to get letters of recommendation from those who have seen you work (i.e. employer, coach, club sponsor, teacher) or someone you have worked with (i.e. administrator, counselor, etc.). If this is open-ended, then submit three because that is basic and a standard number. Make sure that you give each person your requesting the letter from two weeks notice and the following information: To whom do they address it to (i.e. scholarship committee, admission counselor, etc), Who is this for (i.e. UT-Arlington, UT-Austin, etc.), and when do you need it by (i.e. 2 weeks, 1 week, 1 month, etc.)You want to keep in contact with those who are writing letters about once a week, just to remind them or just so they see you and that reminds them that they need to get that letter to you. After they have completed the letter and you have submitted it, it is suggested and we recommend that you write a thank you letter/card to those who you wrote letters to, so they know how much you appreciate their work and effort. You should also let them know where you will be going, because everyone wants to know what they're kids/students/co-workers are doing after they leave. 



In Conclusion…

 I hope that this workshop presentation helps in 
your process for applying to colleges & 
universities for your immediate future. 

 Remember that if you need any assistance or 
help, please let us know and we will help in what 
ways we can (this includes letters of 
recommendation, college information, 
proofreading, application & test waivers, etc).
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SENIORS OPTIONAL ACTIVITIY:  Submit a 250-word Personal Statement stating why you want to earn a bachelor’s degree in a particular area of study and demonstrate quality, commitment, and maturity (within the essay).DON’T FORGET TO COMPLETE THE WORKSHEET AND RETURN IT TO US BY THE DEADLINE…
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